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[1] Observations show that an earthquake can affect aseismic slip behavior of nearby 
faults and produce "triggered aseismic fault slip." Two types of stress changes are often 
examined by researchers as possible triggering sources. One is the static stress change 
associated with the faulting process and the other is the dynamic stress change or transient 
deformation generated by the passage of seismic waves. No consensus has been reached, 
however, regarding the mechanism(s) of triggered aseismic fault slip. We evaluate the 
possible triggering role of static stress changes by examining observations made after 10 
large earthquakes in Califomia. Most of the nearby fault segments that slipped 
aseismically were encouraged to move by the imposed positive changes in static Coulomb 
Failure Stress (CFS). Nonetheless, three discrepancies or failures with this model exist, 
which implies that static stress triggering either is or is not the sole mechanism causing the 
observed triggered slip. We then use a spring-slider system as a simplified fault model to 
study its slip behavior and the impact of transient (dynamic) loading on it. We show that a 
two-state-variable rate-dependent and state-dependent frictional law can generate creep 
events. Transient loads are then put into the system. Certain types of them can cause a 
large time advance of (or trigger) the next creep event. While our work examines triggered 
creep events near the surface, it may well have implications for the occurrence of similar 
events near the bottom of the seismogenic zone where a transition in frictional stability 
occurs. INDEX TERMS: 7209 Seismology: Earthquake dynamics and mechanics; 7260 Seismology: 
Theory and modeliog; 8168 Tectonophysics: Evolution of the Earth: S1resseo--genera1 
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1. Introduction 
[2] Slip on certain faults can take place in both seismic 

and aseismic ways, resulting in either the occurrence of 
earthquakes or fault creep. Fault creep, which is also called 
stable aseismic fault slip, was first observed in the 1960s on 
a segment of the San Andreas fault in central California 
[Steinbrugge and Zacher, 1960; Tocher, 1960]. Later this 
phenomenon was also found along the Hayward fault and 
the southern part of the Calaveras fault in the San Francisco 
Bay area and several other fault segments in southern 
Califumia [Nason, 1971; Goulty and Gilman, 1978; Schulz 
et 01., 1982; Louie et 01., 1985; ~Ivester, 1986]. Fault creep 
may occur gradually over a long period of time (secular 
creep), or it may take place as episodes of displacement 
(creep events). 

[3] When a fault slips seismically and generates an earth
quake, not only are the average values of shear stress on it 
reduced, but also the shear and normal stresses in the 
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surrounding area are altered. Recent studies show that these 
changes in stress may affect both the seismic and aseismic 
slip behavior of nearby faults. For instance, they can trigger 
or delay earthquakes, produce afterslip, influence secular 
creep rates and trigger creep events. Two types of stress 
changes are often examined by researchers. One is the static 
stress change associated with the faulting process and the 
other is the dynamic stress change attributed to the transient 
deformation from the passage of seismic waves. 

[4] Most studies of the impact of stress changes during 
the occurrence of earthquakes upon the fault slip behavior 
of nearby faults focused on earthquake triggering. Many 
investigators used a static Coulomb stress model and 
examined the geographical pattern of subsequent seismic 
events relative to the patrem of changes in static Coulomb 
Failure Stress (CFS) (see references in the studies of Harris 
[1998], Stein [1999], and King and Cocco [2001]). Almost 
ail of thern found a positive correlation between either the 
number (or rate) of aftershocks or the occurrence of sub
sequent main shocks, and regions of calculated positive 
change in CFS. Despite the apparent success of this static 
stress triggering model in explaining many observed 
changes in seismicity, some researchers favor a dynamic 
stress triggering model, citing as evidence that long-range 
interactions between earthquakes are observed where calcu
lated static stress changes are negligible while dynamic 
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stresses are significant [Hill et al., 1993; Anderson et al., 
1994; Gomberg and Bodin, 1994; Gomberg, 1996; Gom
berg et al., 1997]. Numerical studies show that in the near 
field static and dynamic stress pertwbations coexist and 
they both can affect the receiver faults [Cotton and Coutant, 
1997; Belardinelli et al., 1999]. 

[5] A number of researchers also exantined the effect of 
stress changes from sudden seisntic slip of a fault on the 
creep behavior of either the same or nearby faults. Marone 
et al. [1991] modeled afterslip as the relaxation of a stress 
pertwbation within the upper velocity-strengthening layer, 
which arises when slip in an earthquake at depth propagates 
upward from a velocity-weakening region below. The 
secular creep rate of certain faults also is influenced by 
individual earthquakes. Lienkaemper et al. [1997] report an 
18 mm creep event on the Hayward fault in 1996, which 
marked the end of a period of severely reduced creep on the 
southem part of the fault that began after the 1989 Loma 
Prieta earthquake. They remark that this reduction in creep 
rate was consistent with the reduced static stress changes on 
the Hayward fault both spatially and temporally. The 1983 
Coalinga earthquake also perturbed the creep rate of the 
nearby creeping segment of the San Andreas fault near 
Parkfield. Several investigators concluded that the observed 
time-<lependent change in creep rate can be interpreted as a 
response to the Coalinga-induced static stress change 
[Mavko et al., 1985; Simpson et al., 1988]. 

[6] Besides afterslip and pertwbation of creep rate, the 
occurrence of an earthquake also can produce "triggered 
aseismic fault slip," which is a form of fault creep coincid
ing closely in time with a large nearby event while being 
distinct spatially from the primary rupture [,sylvester, 1986]. 
It was first observed after the 1968 Borrego Mountain 
earthquake [Allen et al., 1972], and subsequently detected 
after the 1979 Imperial Valley [Sieh, 1982; Fuis, 1982], the 
1981 Westmorland [Sha1p et al., 1986a], the 1986 North 
Palm Springs [Sha1p et al., 1986b; Williams et al., 1988], 
the 1987 Elmore Ranch and Superstition Hills [Hudnut and 
Clark, 1989; McGill et al., 1989; Sha1p, 1989], and the 
1989 Lorna Prieta earthquakes [Galehouse, 1990; McClel
lan and Hay, 1990] as well as the 1992 Landers event 
sequence [Bodin et al., 1994]. 

[7] Following the 1968 Borrego Mountain earthquake, 
Allen et al. [1972] concluded that the dynamic strain 
associated with shaking was a more likely cause of the 
aseismic slip on the San Andreas fault, because the static 
shear strain was in the wrong sense for the observed dextral 
displacements. This has been cited as a main piece of 
evidence by several other proponents of dynamic triggering 
mechanism who disregard the possible contributions from 
changes in static normal stress. In contrast, Simpson et al. 
[1988] exantined the impact on the central creeping section 
of the San Andreas fault from the nearby 1983 M 6.7 
Coalinga and 1986 M 5.5 Tres Pinos events. They con
cluded that the triggered slip could be driven by static strain 
changes. Thus, unlike the general agreement that static 
stress changes are responsible for long-term pertwbations 
in creep rates, no consensus has been reached so far 
regarding the causative mechanism of "triggered aseismic 
fault slip." 

[.] Regular stick-slip motion observed in the frictional 
sliding between rock surfaces in the lab led Brace and 

Byerlee [1966] to propose it as the mechanism of crostal 
earthquakes. Subsequently, a spring-slider system often has 
been used as a simplified fault model to stody its slip 
behavior [Rice and Ruina, 1983; Gu et al., 1984; Rice and 
Tse, 1986; Gu and Wong, 1991; Boatwright and Cocco, 
1996; Roy and Marone, 1996; Belardinelli, 1997; Gomberg 
et al., 1997, 1998]. When a rate-dependent and state-depend
ent friction law derived from laboratory experiments [Diet
erich, 1979; Ruina, 1983] is assumed for the frictional force, 
the interaction between the loading system and the sliding 
surface results in various types of motion for the slider, 
which could provide useful physical insight into the fric
tional behavior of real faults. 

[9] Except for the quasi-static analysis of Gu et al. 
[1984], most earlier stodies adopted a Dieterich-Ruina type 
of friction law with a single state variable and concentrated 
on the dynamic instabilities that are analogous to seisntic 
movements offaults. Ruina [1983], however, showed that a 
two-state-variable friction law with sintilar stroctore to its 
one-state-variable counterpart could provide a better 
description of experimental results. Fortbermore, the two
state-variable law has extra complexity compared with the 
one-state-variable one and may be more snitable in describ
ing the frictional behavior of real faults. Linear and finite
amplitode stability analyses of the system revealed that a 
sharp boundary exists between the unstable and condition
ally stable states with a constitotive law employing a single 
state variable [Rice and Ruina, 1983; Gu et al., 1984]. With 
a two-state-variable law, however, Gu et al. [1984] demon
strated that a transitional region charscterized by self-driven 
oscillatory or episodic slip exists close to the stability 
boundary. Such episodic behavior near the stability transi
tion has been observed in the laboratory [Scholz et aI., 
1972]. Its sintilarity with the aseismic slip behavior of real 
faults was pointed out by Scholz [1990, 1998]. 

[10] The spring-slider system was also used to investigate 
earthquake triggering by dynamic stresses. Gomberg et al. 
[1997] used a massless system and a one-state-variable 
friction law to exantine transient triggering of an earthquake 
on one fault by an event on a nearby fault Their modeling 
results demonstrated that transient loads do lead to clock 
advances of futore earthquakes and that triggered instabil
ities may occur after the transient has ceased (i.e., triggering 
may be delayed). Gomberg et al. [1998] further used this 
simple model to compare the triggering effects of both 
transient and static deformations. They found that a static 
stress step imposed late in the earthquake cycle causes less 
clock advance than an equal step applied earlier, whereas a 
later imposed transient load leads to greater clock advance 
than the same one imposed earlier. 

[11] The main aim of this stody is to evaluate the possible 
triggering role of changes in static stress and transient 
loading in producing "triggered aseismic fault slip." We 
first use observations of such fault slip motions made after 
10 earthquakes in California and a static Coulomb stress 
model to exantine the static triggering scenario. Most of the 
nearby fault segments that slipped were encouraged to move 
by the imposed changes in static CFS, but there are three 
discrepancies with this model, which imply that static stress 
triggering is either not the sole or not the correct mechanism 
responsible for causing the observed triggered slip. We then 
model creep events with a spring-slider system employing a 
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Figure 1. Locations of the 10 earthquakes that triggered creep on nearby faults. (a) Fault map of 
southern California (32°-35"N, 114.5° -117.5"W). Locations of the six creep meter sites that were used 
to record the triggered slip motion from the 1992 Laoders earthquake sequence are denoted by triaogles. 
(b) Region around the epicenter of 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake (36°-38"N, 120.5°-123"W) with the 
locations of the two theodolite sites (WR: Wright Road, SS: Seventh Street) aod one creep meter site (SR: 
Shore Road) near Hollister. Shaded areas iodicate the five caodidate fault segments io the study region. 

two-state-variable rate-dependent aod state-dependent fric
tion law aod iovestigate the impact of traosient loadiog on 
it. Unlike some of the earlier work, we consider the effect of 
ioertia io our numerical aoalyses. Our modeling shows that 
certaio types of traosient loadiog cao cause a large time 
advaoce of the aoticipated next creep event, which starts 
shortly after the transient load is applied. 

2. Effect of Static Stress Changes 
2.1. Data and Methods 

[[2] All stated previously, "triggered aseismic fault slip" 
occurred on neamy faults after 10 earthquakes io California 
(Figore I). In all of the observed cases, this phenomenon 
was spatially confined to fault segments that were known to 
exhibit creep behavior io the absence of nearby shocks. The 
quality of observational evidence varies from case to case, 
raogiog from geological (visual) observations of surface 
cracks along the fault surface withio several hours of the 
maio shock to a few iostrumental recordiogs that showed 
that the ioitiation of creep was confined to the first I mio 
after the maio shock (Table I). The depths of the triggered 
slip events are either poorly resolved or unknown, but are 
generally assumed to be comparable to the depth of creep 
on the faults, which is controlled maiuly by the local 
thickness of poorly consolidated sediments. Some evidence 
exists that the depth of triggered slip events is quite shallow. 
For example, Williams et al. [1988] used ao elastic dis
location model to estimate a maximum depth of 120 m for 
creep events on the Sao Andreas fault that were triggered by 
the 1986 North Palm Springs earthqoake. 

[13] Because the "triggered aseismic fault slip" was 
confined spatially ouly to fault segments that were known 
to have exhibited creep at other times aod those fault 
segments did not experience aseismic fault slip after each 

nearby significaot event, we call thern caodidate fault seg
ments. Thus, we look ioto the possible triggeriog role of 
static stress chaoges by resolviog those stress chaoges 
associated with each maio shock onto caodidate fault seg
ments aod then examine the signs of static stress chaoges 
with respect to whether the triggered slip took place or not 
on the fault. These caodidate fault segments ioclude a 
portion of the Sao Andreas fault extending 50 km (80 km 
io the case of the 1986 North Palm Springs earthquake) 
from its southern end, the entire Superstition Hills fault with 
a length of 22.8 Ion, the whole 30-km-long Coyote Creek 
fault aod the northern 35.2 km of the Imperial fault io 
southern Califomia We also ioclude a 50-km-long section 
of the southern Calaveras fault extending northward from 
Hollister io central California. 

[[4] We consider not only the chaoges io static shear 
stress, but also the chaoges io normal stress (~o) aod CFS 
(~CFS) on the caodidate fault segments. These chaoges are 
defined as (modified from Scholz [1990]) 

where ~T is the chaoge io shear stress resolved io the 
direction of slip on the observing fault plaoe aod J.L is the 
effective coefficient of friction. Both ~T aod ~o cao be 
calculated directly from elastic theory [Steketee, 1958; 
Okada, 1992] after the geometry aod slip distribution of ao 
earthquake ruptore are defined. 

[[5] The shear stress is taken to be positive for the 
direction of slip on the fault aod the normal stress is positive 
for extension. Positive ~CFS meaos that a fault is encour
aged to move, while a negative value implies that a fault is 
discouraged from slippiog. All of the calculations are 
perfunned for a uniform elastic half-space with the program 
DIS3D [ErickYon, 1986]. Because the "triggered aseismic 
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Table 1. Observational Evidence for the Phenomenon of "Triggered Aseismic Fault Slip" on Neigbboring Faults 
After 10 Esrthquakes in California' 

Time Information 
Candidate Geological for the Geological Length of Slipped Instrument Range of Slip 

Year FaoIts Slil!l!!!d? Observation? Observation Seomeot~) RecordinS? Distance !mm.l 
1968 SAF Yes Yes 4 days later 30 Yes 10-13 

SIIF Yes Yes 23 15-25 
IF Yes Yes 22 8-20 

1979 CCF No No NiA NiA No NiA 
SAF Yes Yes 7 hours to 4.5 days later 39 2-4 
SIIF Yes Yes 4 days later 22.5 8-20 

1981 CCF No No NiA NiA No NiA 
SAF No No NiA NiA NiA 
SIIF Yes Yes 2 days later 15.7 2-14 
IF Yes Yes Same day 16.8 2-8 

1986 CCF No No NiA NiA No NiA 
SAF Yes Yes 6 days later 17 Yes 1.4-9 
SIIF No No NiA NiA No NiA 

1987 CCF Yes Yes 4 days later 3.9 Yes 2-15 
SAF Yes No NiA NiA 1-2 
IF Yes Yes 4.5 hour after the second shock 19.6 2-15 

1989 CF Yes Yes 68 and 92 hours later 17 Yes 12-14 
1992 SJF No No NiA NiA Yes NiA 

SAF Yes No 0.2-10 
SIIF Yes No 0.2-8.2 

8Abbreviation for Faults: CCF, Coyote Creek; CF, Calaveras; IF, Imperial; SAP, San Andreas; SJF, San Jacinto; and SHF, 
Superstitioo Hills. 

fault slip" is generally assumed to have a shallow origin, the 
calculations are targeted for a depth of 0.5 km. The effective 
coefficient of friction is taken to be 0.6, and the shear 
modulus and Poisson's ratio are fixed at 33 GPa and 0.25, 
respectively. Table 2 shows the faulting parameters used for 
the 10 main shocks. 

2.2. Results of Stress Calcnlations 
2.2.1. M6.8 Borrego Mountain Earthquake of 
9 April 1968 

[16] Static changes in shear stress, normal stress and CFS 
are calculated for the three nearby candidate faults: the 
southern 50 km of the San Andreas fault, the entire Super
stition Hills fault and the northern segment of the Imperial 
fault (Figure 2). We can see that the entire Superstition Hills 
fault, which experienced triggered slip, was encouraged to 
move by the main shock in the sense that the calculated 
values of ~CFS are positive (Figure 2b). Although the 
changes in static shear stress are left-lateral on the three 

northwestern sections of the San Andreas fault segment that 
slipped, the changes in static CFS which takes into account 
changes in static normal stress are in the correct sense for 
the observed right-lateral slip (Figure 2a). In contrast, the 
changes in both static shear stress and CFS are in the wrong 
sense for the northern 8-10 km of the total 22-km-Iong 
Imperial fault segment that slipped aseismically (Figure 2c). 
This may result from the poorly resolved coseisntic faulting 
model used in the calculation. Several authors stodied the 
waveforms of the 1968 earthquake [Hamilton, 1972; Bur
dick and Mellman, 1976; Ebel and Heimberger, 1982; 
Kikuchi and Kanamari, 1985; Petersen et al., 1991]. All 
of thern agreed on the high moment release over the first 6 s 
but differed about whether seisntic moment was released in 
later subevents. We found that the issue of additional 
subevents does not affect much the results of our stress 
calculation because they were reported to be thrust-type 
events. Since the main rupture extended unilaterally south
eastward, however, if we put more moment release (slip) in 

Table 2. Faulting Panuneters of the 10 Main Shocks Used for Calculations of Static Stress Chaoges' 

Deplh '" Dep1h '" 
SeS!!;!ent Center 

Segment Length Segment Segmeot Lon Lat 
Event Nmnber (km) T"l' (km) Botrom (km) S1rike (:l Di~ (0) (oW) ("N) SS (m) DS (m) 

1968 Borrego Mountain 1 30 0 12.3 311 80NE 116.10 33.11 1.0 0.0 
1979 Imperial VaOey 1 35 4.0 13.0 143 90 115.44 32.77 0.59 0 

2 10 0 8.0 180 90 115.48 32.86 0.10 0 
1981 Westmorland 1 10 0 5.0 54 90 115.63 33.11 -0.35 0 
1986 NorIh Palm Springs 1 22 4 15 287 46NE 116.63 33.91 0.14 -0.07 
1987 Elmore Ranch 1 20 0 12 37 90 115.78 33.08 -0.30 0 
1987 Superstitioo Hills 1 22.7 0 12 126 90 115.74 32.95 1.1 0 
1989 Lorna Ptiets 1 37 5 17.5 136 70 SW 121.91 37.06 1.66 -1.19 
1992 Joshua Tree 1 10 0 15 171 90 116.32 34.00 0.5 0 
1992 Landers 1 21.2 0 15 135 90 116.66 34.64 1.8 0 

2 23.9 0 15 152 90 116.52 34.48 2.7 0 
3 21.4 0 15 175 90 116.44 34.28 1.8 0 

1992 Big Bear 1 20 0 15 48 90 116.77 34.21 -0.8 0 

·SS: Strike-slip component, positive for right-lateral motion; DS: Dip-slip component, positive for normal faulting. 
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are minor differences in values, the pattern of calculated 
static stress changes along the faults remain the same. Both 
the slipped San Andreas fault segment and Superstition 
Hills fault segment experienced positive changes in static 
CFS (Figures 3b and 3c). Those for the fOlmer, bowever, are 
very small. The Coyote Creek fault showed no triggered slip 
although its southern part underwent very small positive 
changes in CFS (Figure 3a). 
2.2.3. M5.6 Westmorland Earthquake of 26 April 1981 
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Figure 2. Computed static stress changes from 1968 
Borrego Mountain earthquake resolved onto three fault 
segments: the southern 50 km of the San Andreas fault (a), 
the entire Superstition Hills fault (b), and the northern 35.2 
km of the Imperial fault (c). Distance along each candidate 
fault segment is measured from its northwestern (NW) to its 
southeastern (SE) end 

the northwestern part of the rupture plane in the calculation, 
the negative impact on the northern part of the Imperial fault 
decreases both in magnitode and affected length without 
changing the character of the effects on the Superstition 
Hills and San Andreas faults. 
2.2.2. M6.4 Imperial Valley Earthquake of 
15 October 1979 

[17] Archuleta [1984] constructed a rupture model for this 
earthquake using near-source, strong motion data. Its prmn
inent feature is that little or no cosei5mic slip occurred 
above a depth of 4-5 km, which corresponds to the depth of 
sediments along the fault. We use his faulting model with 
coseismic slip extending from depths of 4-13 km and make 
the stress calculations for the entire Coyote Creek fault, the 
southern 50 km of the San Andreas fault and the entire 
Superstition Hills fault (Figure 3). We also compare the 
above results with another faulting model with coseismic 
slip extending from surface down to 13 km. Although there 

Andreas, the Superstition Hills, and the Imperial faults 
(Figure 4). The Imperial and Superstition Hills fault sec
tions, wbich slipped aseismically, both experienced positive 
changes in static CFS (Figures 4c and 4d). Those for the 
Imperial fault, however, are very smsll. The entire Coyote 
Creek fault, which did not slip, underwent negative changes 
in static CFS, while the southern San Andreas fault segment 
did not slip despite the very small positive changes in CFS 
along it 
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Figure 3. Calculated static stress changes from 1979 
Imperial Valley earthquake resolved onto three fault 
segments: the entire Coyote Creek fault (a), the southern 
50 km of the San Andreas fault (b), and the entire 
Superstition Hills fault (c). Line styles same as Figure 2. 
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Figure 4_ Computed static stress changes from 1981 Westmorland earthquake resolved onto four fault 
segments: the entire Coyote Creek fault (a), the southern 50 km of the San Andreas fault (b), the entire 
Superstition Hills fault (c), and the northern 35.2 km of the Imperial fault. Line styles same as Figure 2. 

2_2_4_ MS_9 North Palm Spriogs Earthquake of 
8 July 1986 

[[9] Figure 5 shows the results of stress calculations for 
the Coyote Creek, a 80-km-Iong section of the San Andreas 
and the Superstition Hills faults. The changes in static shear 
stress and CFS for the three slipped sections of the San 
Andreas fault are all positive for their right-lateral senses of 
motion (Figure 5h). In contrast, for the Coyote Creek and 
Superstition Hills faults, which showed no triggered slip, 
the values of changes in both shear stress and CFS are 
negative and very small for right-lateral motion (Figures 5a 
and 5c). Almost no static stress changes are calculated for 
the Imperial fault, which is farther to the south and 
experienced no triggered aseismic slip. 
2_2_5_ M6_2 Elmore Ranch and M6_6 Superstition Hills 
Events of 24 November 1987 

[20] After the two 1987 earthquakes occurred within a 11-
hour time interval, Hudnut and Clark [1989] found new 
surface ruptures along the central part of the Coyote Creek 
fault that ruptured in 1968. Sharp [1989] also mapped 
triggered right-lateral displacements on the surface oflmpe
rial fault. Although the two events failed to produce map
pable surface rupture on the San Andreas fault, McGill et al. 
[1989] showed that several millimeters of slip were 

recorded by a creep meter at Salt Creek on the San Andreas 
fault. 

[2[] Similar static stress calculations are made for the 
entire Coyote Creek fault, the Imperial, and the San Andreas 
fault segments. Contributions from the Elmore Ranch event 
alone and the two main shocks combined are evaluated 
(Figure 6). Although the static stress changes from the first 
earthquake discouraged moveroent along the two Coyote 
Creek fault segments that slipped aseismically (Figure 6a), 
the contribution from the second event overcame those 
negative effects and fostered the right-lateral slippage (Fig
ure 6d). The effect of the Elmore Ranch shock favors right
lateral motion for the entire Imperial fault segment consid
ered (Figure 6b), but the contribution from the Superstition 
Hills event discouraged the northernmost 6-km-long slipped 
segment from moving (Figure 6e). Although the net effect 
from the two events discouraged slip on the northernmost 
segment, it is possible that the triggered slip on that section 
occurred during the ll-hour delay between the two events. 
Unfnrtunately, there were no instrumental recordings along 
this segment of the fault to provide information on timing. 
To the southeast of this fault patch, two aligoment arrays 
and three creep meters were deployed Except for the most 
remote creep meter at Turtle Ranch, the other four instru-
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northwest of the City of Hollister. The USGS creep meter at 
Shore Road (8.5 Ian northwest from Wright Road theodo
lite) also recorded right-lateral slip ofabout 5.0 mm. We use 
a simple one-patch slip model [LISowski et al., 1990] for the 
Lorna Prieta event and calculate the static stress changes 
imposed on the southern Calaveras fault segment extending 
50 Ian northwestward from Hollister (Figure 7). We can see 
that both the cbanges in shear stress and CFS are negative 
for the 17 -Ian section of the fault that showed triggered slip. 
Simpson and Reasenberg [1994] made a comprehensive 
study of the static stress changes induced by the Lorna 
Prieta earthquake. They considered three different slip 
distribution models for the main events including the one 
we adopt. Despite differences among the various models, 
the calculated results for all of them show that the cbanges 
in static CFS would discourage the 17-lan-Iong fault patch 
from slipping in a right-lateral sense. 
2.2.7. M6.1 Joshna Tree, M7.3 Landers, and M6.2 Big 
Bear Earthqnake Sequence in 1992 

[24] Bodin et al. [1994] examined data from six function
ing creep meters across faults in southern Califomia (Anza 
station on the San Jacinto fault; Imler Road station on the 
Superstition Hills fault; Indio Hills, North Sbore, Salt Creek 
and Durrnid Hill stations along the San Andreas fault) 

8:. (Figure I a). Except for the Anza creep meter on the San 
~ 0.0001 C Jacinto fault, the other five recorded triggered slip shortly 
gj after one or all of the three events in the Landers sequence. 
g> 00000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ Figure 8 shows the static stress changes associated with 
'" . each of the three shocks at the sites of the six creep meters. 
ii For the Anza creep meter on the San Jacinto fault, which did 
!Z -0.0001 not record triggered slip, the imposed changes in both shear 
~ Superstnion Hills Fault stress and CFS from all three events in the Landers 

-0.00020'=".0 ~-~-,:'.7:-~~---:C11:-: .• :-~~--'1:::7.:-, ~-~-=22.a sequence are negative for dextral motion. That part of the 
NW Distance (km) SE San Jacinto fault, however, was not observed to exhibit 

Figure S. Computed static stress changes from 1986 
North Palm Spring earthquake resolved onto three fault 
segments: the entire Coyote Creek fault (a), the southern 80 
Ian of the San Andreas fault (h), and the entire Superstition 
Hills fault (c). Line styles same as Figure 2. 

ments recorded triggered slip and their site locations expe
rienced positive cbanges in CFS. 

[22] Figures 6c and 6f show the static stress changes 
resolved on the San Andreas fault segment We can see that 
in both cases, the changes in static shear stress and CFS are 
negative for dextral motion. According to the static stress 
triggering hypothesis, one would not expect to observe 
triggered slip on the San Andreas fault However, the Salt 
Creek creep meter on the fault recorded dextral slip of 1.3 
and 1.7 mm within 3 min of each shock. 
2.2.6. M7.1 Lorna Prieta Earthquake of 17 October 
1989 

[23] Galehouse [1990] found that the Lorna Prieta event 
apparently triggered up to 12-14 mm of dextral slip on the 
southern Calaveras fault at two of their theodolite sites 
(Wright Road and Seventh Street) in the Hollister area. 
Additional evidence comes from the field observations 
made by McClellan and Hay [1990] who found fresh en 
echelon cracks and offset features that indicated at least 
5 mm of movement along 17 Ian of the Calaveras fault 

creep previously [Louie et aI., 1985; Bodin et al., 1994], so 
the Anza creep meter may not record any aseismic motion 
no matter what kind of stress changes are imposed on that 
segment For the other five creep meters, the applied static 
stress cbanges from three events all fostered slippage of the 
fault segments wbere the creep meters are located, although 
not a single one of them recorded triggered slip after all 
three shocks in the seqoence. 

2.3. Do Static Stress Changes Trigger Aseismic Slip? 
[25] Figure 9 shows the relationship between the amount 

of triggered slip and average changes in static CFS on a 
fault segment. Most of the fault segments that experienced 
triggered aseismic motion received positive changes in 
static CFS resolved in their specific slip directions. There 
is, however, no simple dependence of the size of positive 
~CFS and the amount of triggered slip from the causative 
earthquake. Some of those positive values are very small. 
Seven out of 18 (39%) slipped fault patches received ~CFS 
with values smaller than the diumal change in tidal stress, 
0.003 MPa [Melchior, 1983], and 61% of them experienced 
values of ~CFS less than those of the smallest stress level, 
om MPa, that has been reported for the triggering of 
nearby earthquakes [Anderson and Johnson, 1999]. Some 
researchers, however, argued that static stress changes 
smaller than 0.01 MPa also have a noticeable triggering 
effect for earthqoakes [Nalbant et al., 1998; Ziv and Rubin, 
2000]. Creep events are generally believed to have shallow 
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Figure 6. Computed static stress changes from 1987 Elmore Ranch earthquake alone and those 
combined with the 1987 Superstition Hills shock resolved onto three fault segments: the entire Coyote 
Creek fault (a and d), the northern 35.2 km of the Imperial fault (b and e), and the southern 50 km of the 
San Andreas fault (c and f). Instruments that recorded triggered fault slip are denoted with filled symbols 
and those did not are denoted with unfilled symbols. (WR: Worthington Road aligmnent array; HW: 
Highway 80 alignment array; RR: Ross Road creep meter; HR: Heber Road creep meter; TR: Tuttle 
Ranch creep meter and SC: Salt Creek creep meter.) Line styles same as Figure 2. 

origins where the stress levels are much lower than those at 
depths of several kilometers at which earthquakes occur and 
are triggered Whether some of those very small positive 
~CFS the faults received could trigger their observed 
slippage in creep events is questionable. 

[26] Three discrepancies also exist for the static triggering 
hypothesis. The southern San Andreas and the southern 
Calaveras fault segments have negative calculated changes 
in static CFS associated with both events in the 1987 
Superstition Hills earthquake sequence and the 1989 Loma 
Prieta event respectively. According to the static stress 
triggering model, we would not expect to observe triggered 
fault slip on those fault patches. Nonetheless, the Salt Creek 
creep meter deployed on the southern San Andreas fault 
recorded dextral slip of 1.3 mm (-0.005 MPa) and 1.7 mm 
(-0.01 MPa) right after each event in the 1987 sequence. 
The shore road creep meter on the southern Calaveras fault 
recorded slip of 5 mm right after the 1989 shock, although 
the mean ~CFS that patch of the fault received is about 
-0.05 MPa. 
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Figure 7. Calculated static stress changes from 1989 
Lorna Prieta earthquake resolved onto the southern 
Calaveras fault segment (50 km long exteruling northwest 
from Hollister). Line styles same as Figure 2. 
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Figure 8. Static s1ress changes from the 1992 Joshua Tree, 
Landers, and Big Bear earthquakes calculated for the 
locations of six creep meters (AZ: Anza; 1lI: Indio Hills; 
NS: North Shore; SC: Salt Creek; DH: Dunnid Hill, and IR: 
Imler Road). Calculated changes in shear stress are denoted 
by short dashed lines and stars. Those in normal stress 
changes are represented by long dashed line with square 
symbols, and changes in CFS are designated by solid line 
with triangular symbols. Plus sign (+) means triggered creep 
event was detected at a certain creep meter and minus sign 
( -) indicates no creep event was detected, while question 
mark (7) represents uncertain signal. 

[27] Another hypothesis is that triggered aseismic slip is 
promoted by static increases in normal stress, i.e., exten
sional stress or "unclamping" of the fault. We can see in 
Fignre 2a that positive normal stress changes, which are 
extensional, are associated with the patches of the San 
Andreas fault that slipped in 1968. When we examine this 
"unclamping effect" for the other cases, however, we :find 
that several slipped fault segments experienced compres
sional s1ress changes from nearby earthquakes. Hence, we 
think that the "unclamping" effect alone is not responsible 
for triggering the aseismic fault slip. In our stress calcula
tions, we use a I'- equal to 0.6, bot we do not know whether 
this value is applicable to materials in fault zones at very 

shallow depth. Since the "unclamping" effect is not prom
inent, changing the friction coefficient to a smaller value 
does not affect our main results very much. 

[2S] A common practice in static Coulomb stress anal
ysis is using an effective coefficient of friction I'- to account 
for the contribution from pore pressure changes. Beeler et 
al. [2000] discourage this usage and argne that other pore 
pressure models, such as homogeneous isotropic poreelas
tic response, may be more appropriate for describing 
earthquake faulting and aftershocks under some circum
stances. Cocco and Rice [2002] further examine the effects 
of pore pressure and poroelasticity in static Coulomb stress 
analysis. They show that pore pressure changes are deter
mined by fault-normal stress changes when the shear 
modulus within the fault zone is significantly smaller than 
that in the surroundings but by mean stress changes when 
the elastic mismatch is small. We find that while adopting 
a different poreeJastic model can affect the amount of CFS 
change a candidate fault experienced, it does not change 
the fact that three slipped fault segments received negative 
changes in CFS when calculated as in by Beeler et al. 
[2000, Fignre 5] shows that the southem 17 km of the 
Calaveras fault, which experienced triggered aseismic slip, 
received negative CFS changes from the 1989 Lorna Prieta 
earthquake under two different poreelastic models). Com
bined with the observation that some of the positive aCFS 
the candidate fault segments underwent are very small, 
they imply that the static stress triggering either is not or is 
not the sale mechanism causing the observed triggered 
slip. 

3. Effects of Transient Loading 

[29] As shown above, the static stress triggering mecha
nism cannot explain all observed "triggered aseismic fault 
slip" from nearby earthquakes in the sense that some of the 
slipped fault segments received negative changes in static 
CFS. Thus, we proceed to evaluate the triggering role of 
transient (dynamic) loading but to deal with it from a 
different perspective. First we use a spring-slider system 
as a very simplified fault model and simulate repeating 
creep events by assuming a two-state-variable rate-depend
ent and state-dependent frictional law. We then introduce 
transient loads into the system and examine its response. 
Specifically we are interested in knowing whether the 
timing of the anticipated creep event can be "clock 
advanced" (or triggered) by the transient loading and, if 
so, under what circumstances. 

3.1. Governing Equations 
[30] Fignre 10 shows the spring-slider system that we use 

as a fault model to stody its slip behavior. The slider with 
mass m is loaded by a spring of stiffness K that is connected 
to a moving loading point and is resisted by a frictional 
force T. Taking into account of the effect of inertia, the 
equation of motion for the slider is 

mg= mdVjdt=K(O/p - 0) - T 

Where t is the time; 0, V, and g are respectively the slider 
displacement, velocity, and acceleration; olp is the load point 
displacement. The frictional force T is assumed to obey a 
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two-stat<>-variable law of Ruina [1983] under constant 
nonnal stress a: 

T To +0, +0, +AIn(V/V.) 
dOddt -(V/L,)[O, +BIIn(V/V.)] 
de,/dt -(V/L,)[o, +B,In(V/V.)] 

Where TO is the reference friction level at an arbitrary slip 
velocity V.; e, and e2 are the two state variables with critical 
slip distances of L, and L2; A, B, and B2 are coefficients 
which characterize respectively the instantaneous response 
and evolution of frictional force when the slider undergoes a 
sudden velocity pertwbation. 

[31] Following the study of Gu et al. [1984], we can 
rewrite the above equations using the following dimension
less quantities: mass M '" 2m VlIA(L, + L2), stiffuess k '" K 
(L, + L,)I2A, time T", 2V.tl(L, + L2), displacement x;. '" 
2&(L, + L,), velocity U '" VIV., acceleration G '" g(L, + 
L2)/2V~, frictional stress!", (T - TO)/A, state variable one 
~, '" e,/A, state variable two ~ '" e,lA, constants 13, '" B,/A, 
i32 '" B21A and p '" L,/L,. We then get the following ODE 
equations: 

dG/dT = [k(Ulp - u) - df/dT]/M 

df /dT = d~ddT + d~/dT + G/U 

d~/dT = -U(J + p)[~ +i3,In(U)]/2 

dX,/dT = U 

(1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

[32] Also we have an equation for the evolution of the 
load point displacement X/p and velocity U/p: 

dXlp/dT", Ulp = Ub + U" (6) 

where Ub is the background loading velocity and Utr is the 
change to the load point velocity from the passage of the 
transient waves. 

[33] Rice and 1Se [1986] showed that two timescales are 
involved in the temporal evolution of the slider system 
when the effect of inertia is considered. Oue is the inertia 
timescale set by the natural oscillation period of the corre
sponding frictiouless slider system 

Transient load 

--I-
,-------'--------, V K ! Vip 

m 

Figure 10. A simple spring-slider system A slider with 
mass m under constant normal stress C1 is pulled by a spring 
that is connected to a loading point Spring constant is K 
and load point is moving with a velocity V /p, which is kept 
as a constant until a tomsient load is applied. 
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The other is a state relaxation timescale associated with the 
evolution of frictional stress toward a steady state over a 
characteristic slip distance 

1: _L1+z"_L1+z,, 
J = -----vr- - 2UV. . 

The ratio between the two timescales 

controls the numerical calculation of the temporal evolution 
of the slider system. When the system is in a relaxation 
regime (A « I), the inertia of the slider can be neglected 
and a quasi-static analysis can describe fully the temporal 
evolution of the slider system. In this regime, (I) and (2) can 
be simplified to 

df fdT = k(U/p - u) (7) 

G=O (8) 

3.2. Numerical Calculation Procedures 
[34] Since the dynamics of the slider system is govemed 

by a set of ODE equations, either (3)-(8) in the relaxation 
regime (l\ « I) or (1)-(6) otherwise, we solve them 
using a fifth-order Cash-Karp Runge-Kutta method with 
adaptive step size control [Press el ai., 1992]. Starting 
with the initial conditions, we compute the value of A at 
the end of each time step and compare it with a small 
value As. If A :::; As> we carry out the calculations in the 
next time step using quasi-static equations (3)-(8); other
wise we use (1)-(6) which take into account of the effect 
of inertia. Similar to what Rice and Tse [1986] used, As is 
set to 5 x 10-4. 

3.3. Parameters and Initial Conditions 
[35] A number of parameters must be specified for the 

system: M, Ie, 13" 132, p and Ulp. au and Wong [1991] 
examined the effects of loading velocity, stiffness, and 
inertia on the dynamics of a spring-slider system governed 
by a one-state-variable friction law. Following them we 
use M. = 7.0 X 10-17 as a reference value for mass 
which corresponds to To = 5 s for a stiffness of 10 MPa/m: 
As shown by Rice and Ruina [1983] and au el ai. [1984], 
the values of 13" 132 and k determine the stability regimes 
of the slider system. The system is velocity weakening 
when 131 + 132 > I and velocity strengthening when 131 + 132 
< 1. In the velocity-weakening regime, a critical stiffness 
ke exists. The system is conditionally stable when k > ke 
and unstable for k < ke• A transition region characterized 
by self-driven oscillatory motion also exists close to the 
stability boundsry. In their quasi-static analysis of the 
system, au el ai. [1984] determined the critical stiffness 
as: 

k'f"" = [(~1 - I) + P>(~2 - I) + 2p(~l + ~ - I) 

+V[(~l - I) + P'(~ - 1)]'+ 4P'(~l + ~ - 1)]f4p 

When the effect of inertia is included, we find the critical 
stiffness is 

'" = k'f"" (I + M($'l') 
M(f3! + [3,,-1)(1 + p)l .. 

Since M « I, the value of ke is very close to that of k%""'i. 
We use a parameter ko == klke to specifY the stiffness k 
relative to ke• Ruina [1980, 1983] determined the parameters 
in the two-state-variable friction law for experiments 
performed by Dielerich [1981] and Ruina [1980, 1983]. 
He obtained one set of parameters for a constant normal 
stress cr = 100 bars: p = 0.27 with L1 = 20 ~ and L, = 75 
~,A/cr = 0.015,131 = 0.67 and 132 = 0.60. We use this aet of 
p, 131 and 132 as reference values in the following analysis. 

[36] Following the study of au and Wong [1991], we 
assume that initially the system slides steadily at the 
reference velocity V" and then suddenly the load point 
velocity is perturbed to a background loading level that 
remains constant (Ulp = Ub) throughout the numerical 
calculation except for the time duration when a transient 
load is introduced into the system. Thus, the initial con
ditions are U= Ulp = I for I:::; 0 and Ulp = Ub for I > 0 
except for the transient loading time period. 

3.4. Background Loading Only (Ulp = U.) 
[37] When there is only background loading on the system 

(Ulp= Ub forI> 0), the slider moves stably at velocity U= Ub 
if the system is in either the velocity-strengthening (131 + 132 
< I) or the conditionally stable regimes (i31 + 132 > I and k> 
ke ). Thus, we concentrate on the slider motions in the 
velocity-weakening regime with k :::; k". 

[38] Figure 11 shows the evolution of the slider system for 
ko = 0.70, Ub = 1.2 and the set of reference values (i31 = 0.67, 
132=0.60,p=0.27andM=7.0 x 10-17). We can observe the 
cyclic stick-slip movements of the slider, which are thought 
to be analogous to recurrent earthquakes. In each cycle, 
immediately after the previous dynamic motion is arrested, 
the slider velocity (Figure II d) bnilds up quasi-statically until 
the inertia effect dominates (>=ujh>'). Subsequently the 
slider accelerates to a peak velocity Umax and undergoes a 
stress drop !!J.f, which is defined as the difference between the 
maximum and minimum friction levels (Figure lIc) attained 
in the cycle [au and Wong, 1991]. 

[39] We investigate the effect of ko on Umax and 4fand the 
results are shown in Figure 12. Overall the values of both 
Umax and !!J.f decrease with increasing ko, except for two ko 
values near 0.76 and 0.85. DetaiIed examination reveals that 
the slider displays various types of motions for different 
subregions of k •. In subregion A (0 < k. < 0.76), the slider 
shows pure cyclic dynamic motion similar to what is 
depicted in Figure 10. Two-cycle motion occurs for sub
region B (0.76 :::; ko < 0.85) where the first cycle has a much 
smaller peak velocity than the second. The slider displays 
multicycle motions for subregion C (0.85 :::; ko :::; 0.90). 
Two-cycle motion reoccurs for subregion D (0.90 < k. < 
0.92) and pure cyclical motion reappears in subregion E 
(0.92 :::; k. :::; 1.0). An important feature we observe is that 
the values of Umax are in a very tight range for k. :::; 0.90 and 
decrease rapidly to very low values when ko approaches 1.0. 

[40] Subregion E is our focus in this study. If we use k~ to 
represent its lower boundsry, then I - U is the size of 
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Figure 11. Temporal evolutioo of the slider system for ko ~ 0.70 with parameters r:l, ~ 0.67, r:l2 ~ 0.60, 
p ~ 0.27, M ~ 7.0 X 10-17, and Ub ~ 1.2. 

subregioo E. Figure 13 shows the change of I - U with p, 
the mtio of the two critical slip distances L, and L2 (We do 
not consider the scenario of p > 1, since it is equivalent to 
the case of p' ~ lip < I with the values of r:l, and [:l, 
interchanged). The size of the subregion E reaches a 
maximum value for p '" 0.15 and decreases when p 
approaches either 0 or 1. This pattern is what we expected 
since the two-state-variable law degenerates into its one
state-variable counterpart when the value of p gets very 
close to either 0 or I. 

3.5. Modeling of Creep Events and Sealing to Actual 
Fault. 

[41] Numerous studies were taken to understand the 
phenomenon of fault creep since its discovery. Many of 
them were mainly concerned with the temporal shape of a 
single creep event or its propagation along a fault [Nason 
and Weertman, 1973; Ida, 1974; Stuart et al., 1985; Wesson, 
1988]. Nason and Weertman [1973] analyzed the displace
ment history of creep events based 00 models of propagat
ing edge and screw dislocations. They assumed that a 
creeping fault could be modeled by a slab of time-deform
able and nooelastic materials sepamting two elastic quarter
spaces and argued that fault creep can be interpreted as a 

yield point phenomenon. Wesson [1988] further considered 
viscous and power law creep rheologies for the nonelastic 
fault zone material and derived a matrix funnulation to 
explain propagating creep events. Bilham and Behr [1992] 
proposed a two-layer model for aseismic slip on the Super
stition Hills fault. They argued that stable sliding occurs 
from the surface to a transition depth, below which episodic 
creep events are initiated. That zone was taken to be located 
above the seismogenic layer. 

[42] Scholz [1990, 1998] pointed out the similarity of 
slider motion close to the stability boundary with aseismic 
slip behavior of real faults. We also think that the slider 
movement in subregion E is a reasonable cooceptual model 
for the phenomenon of fault creep events. Figure 14 shows 
the periodic slider motion for k. ~ 0.96. In each cycle, the 
slider slips quasi-statically before reaching a much smaller 
peak velocity U""", than that in Figure lld. It never enters 
the inertia-controlled regime. Periodic step increases in 
slider displacement profile (Figure 14f) mintic the periodic 
aseismic (creep) events observed on creeping faults. 

[43] Field observations of creep events show that they 
consist of small episodes of slow sliding with typical 
amplitodes of the order of a few millimeters, chamcteristic 
times of the order of hours to days and recurrence times of 
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tens to hundreds of days. Our modeled creep event in Figure 75 iJ.Ill [Ruina, 1980, 1983], we get the duration, recurrence 
14 has a duration around 0.5, a recurrence time of about 14 time, and slip distance of our modeled creep events as 1.2 
and a slip distance around 15. Since our numerical analysis days, 34 days, and 0.7 mm. Thus, our modeled events have 
uses nondimensional variables, we can obtain the dimen- reasonable scales of duration, recurrence time and slip 
sional time and slip distance using t = Litt' T and distance compared to those of actual fault creep events. 
8 = L'1bx-,. If we use 3 x 10-10 mls for V" which Observations showed that the shapes of real creep events 
corresponds to a Ub "" 10 mmIyr, LI ~ 20 iJ.Ill and L2 ~ recorded at a specific site are usually similar but vary 
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among sites [Wesson, 1988]. Hence, we do not expect our 
modeled creep events to display the same time history as 
real ones, but rather to provide some physical insight into 
this phenomenon. 

3.6. A Modified Model of Frictional Stability for Faults 
[44] The introduction of rate-dependent and state-depend

ent frictional laws has revolutionized studies of crustal 
faulting. Various earthquake phenomena can be understood 
in the context of this constitutive law [see review by Scholz, 
1998]. Previous studies found that the frictional behavior of 
real crustal faults depends on material properties of fault 
zones, which are controlled by temperature, pressure as well 
as lithology, and thus are depth dependent [Dieterich, 1978; 
Stesky, 1978; The and Rice, 1986; Scholz, 1990]. 

[45] Figure 15 is a synoptic model of frictional stability 
for faults as a function of depth, modified from the one in 
the study of Scholz [1998]. The frictional regime of shallow 
part of faults under low normal stress is velocity strengthen
ing, which is usually denoted as a - b > 0 in terms of the 
one-state-variable frictional law or equivalently as~, + ~2 < 
I under its two-state-variable counterpart. A fault enters the 
velocity-weakening regime (a - b < 0 or~, + ~ > I) at hi, 
the depth of an "upper stability transition." As depth 

increases, a "lower stability transition" at depth h6 is 
reached, and the fault behavior changes again to velocity 
strengthening and stable sliding. 

[46] Below the "upper stability transition," the value of 
~, + ~ - I, or equivalently the critical stiffness keo 
increases from zero as depth increases. Consequently the 
ratio ko between stiffness k, which is equal to K(L, + L2 )1 
2aa, and kc decreases from a large number toward 1.0. 
Thus, the fault enters a conditionally stable regime. With 
further increase in depth and normal stress a, the value of ko 
drops below 1.0 but lies above la, the lower boundary of 
subregion E in Figure 12, for depths from h2 to h3. It is in 
this particular layer that we think creep events originate. 
The seismogenic zone where crustal earthquakes occur is 
located below it. The thickness of this layer, h3 - h2, 
depends on the properties of fault zone materials and is 
likely to vary along strike and among different faults. Thus, 
stable sliding (or secular creep) occurs in both the shallow 
velocity-strengthening and the conditionally stable regions; 
episodic creep events originate in a layer below. This fault 
creep configuration is similar to the two-layer creep model 
of Bilham and Behr [1992]. They, however, did not base 
their model on a frictional law as we do. Belardinelli [1997] 
also modeled creep events on a fault in terms of a spring
block system. Instead of using a two-state-variable friction 
law as we do, she used a one-state-variable law modified 
from that proposed by Ruina [1980]. She, however, focused 
more on explaining increasing interevent times in creep 
event sequences using time-dependent fault parameters. 

[47] By synunetIy, another layer below the seismogenic 
zone exists from depth h4 to h5, where the frictioual behavior 
is velocity weakening and the value of k. belongs to sub
region E (k~ :0; k. < 1.0). We think that similar creep events as 
those in the shallower layer also originate in this region. 

[4S] Besides creep events, which typically involve small 
amounts of slip, larger-scale aseismic fault slip events exist, 
so-<:aIled slow earthquakes. Linde et al. [1996] report a slow 
earthquake sequence on the San Andreas fault with an 
equivalent magnitude of 4.8. They limited the top of the 
source area to be 100-300 m from the Earth's surface but 
were unable to get a good control on the bottom depth. Miller 
et al. [2002] report eight nearly periodic slow earthquakes 
from the Cascadia subduction zone with a 14.5-month 
average recurrence time. Their modeling work suggests the 
depths of these slow events are below the locked zone, which 
may fit into the layer h4 and h5 in Figure 15. The mechanisms 
of these slow earthquakes are generally unknown. Our 
modeling work suggests that they may be just larger versions 
of creep events and originate under similar conditions. 

3.7. Impact of Transient Loading (Ulp ~ Ub + U,,) 
[49] Gomberg et al. [1997] used a massless spring-slider 

system to investigate transient triggering of an earthquake 
on one fault by an event on a nearby fault. They modeled 
the propagating seismic waves from the latter to the former 
using a sine wave scaled by a Gaussian pulse. We use a sine 
wave transient, i.e., a sine wave that tums on and then off 
abruptly, to simulate the passage of the waves radiated by a 
nearby earthquake. Thus, 
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where A is 1he maximum amplitude of 1he sine wave, 11r is 
its period, N is 1he number of cycles and Tt: is 1he time at 
which 1he transient is applied By varying 1hese four 
parameters, we can change 1he characteristics of 1he 
transient load, which often results in different responses of 
1he slider system (We also tried using sine wave functions 
for displacement disturbance from 1he loading point, which 
corresponds to cosine wave transients for U tr. We found 
that 1he slider system displays similar responses as shown 
below). 

[50] Figure 16 shows1he evolution of1he system after we 
apply a transient load at time Tt: = 1910, when 1he slider 
velocity U is smaller 1han I. The transient load is a single 
cycle (N = I) sine wave wi1h A = 9.2 X 10' and T{j = I X 

10-3
• From Figures 16a and 16b, we can see 1hat 1he next 

expected "creep event" is "clock advanced" and occurs 
shortly after 1he transient loading ends. Figure 16c is an 
zoom-in view of how 1he slider velocity U evolves during 
1he transient loading. During 1he first half cycle of positive 
transient loading, 1he slider velocity increases wi1h time. 
The velocity U, however, does not decrease inunediately 
after 1he next half cycle is entered when 1he transient load 
becomes negative. Instead, it continues to increase to a 
maximum value before diminishing. Thus, at 1he end of 1he 

cycle, 1he slider velocity achieves a much higher value 
compared wi1h that at time Tt: Gust before 1he transient load 
is applied). This higher slider velocity U subsequently leads 
to an earlier occurrence of the anticipated creep event, 
which occurs shortly after 1he transient loading ends. Hence 
1he effects of 1he positive and negative pulse of 1he 
symmetric sine wave do not cancel one ano1her, instead 
1he net result is to time advance 1he next creep event 

[51] Our numerical modeling reveals that 1he response of 
1he system depends nonlinearly on 1he characteristics of 
transient loads. The "clock advance" effect is more prom
inent when a transient load wi1h larger amplitude (A) and 
longer duration (larger N or T{j or bo1h) is introduced late in 
1he cycle of 1he creep events. When we decrease 1he 
amplitode A slightly from 9.2 x 104

, we find that 1he next 
anticipated creep event still can be "clock advanced" but 
wi1h a longer time delay after 1he transient load stops. As 
the value of A decreases further, the "clock advance" effect 
becomes almost unobservable. Figures 17a and 17b dem
onstrate 1he response of 1he system after we halve 1he value 
of A to 4.6 x 104

• The timing of1he next anticipated creep 
event is almost unaffected (Figure 17a). From Figure 17b 
we can still observe an increase in 1he slider velocity U 
during 1he first positive half cycle of transient loading and a 
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Figure 15. Synoptic model of frictional stability for faults as a function of depth, modified from the one 
in the study of Scholz [1998]. Creep events, as well as slow earthquakes, can originate in two layers (h2-
h3 and h4-hS). In these two depth ranges, the frictional behavior is velocity weakening (~1 + ~2 > I) with 
the value of k. = klke smaller than I and larger than k~. 

subsequent decrease in the next negative half cycle but the 
peak value is much smaller than half of what is reached 
when the sine wave amplitude A is twice as large (Figore 
16c). After the transient loading ends, the slider velocity 
increases ouly negligibly and it does not affect much the 
timing of the subsequent creep event. 

[52] Since the system is still in a velocity-weakening 
regime, it would be forced tu undergo a dynamic instability 
if the amplitude of the sine wave is tuo large. Figores 17c 
and 17d show what happens when the amplitude A is 
increased to 9.3 x 104• With the excessive loading from 

the first half cycle, the slider velocity (Figore 17dJ keeps 
increasing tu a very high velocity of the order of 10 before 
dropping off. The slider is forced intu a instability like that 
observed in subregion A of Figore 12. In other words, a 
seismic event is triggered instead of the anticipated creep 
event when the amplitude of the transient loads reaches a 
certain threshold. 

[53] We also find that when two transient loads with the 
same duration (N x TtrJ are introduced at the same time 
with the same amplitude, the system responds more dra
matically tu the one with longer period than that with a 
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Figure 16. Comparison of slider behavior without (dash
dotted curve) and with (solid curve) the introduction of a 
transient load into the systeru. Sine wave tomsient load 
starts at time Tt: = 1910 with amplitude A = 9.2 X 104

, 

period Ttr = 1 x 10-3 and number of cycles N = 1. (a) 
Evolution of the slider velocity U, (b) Evolution of the 
slider displacement%", and (c) Zoom-in view of the change 
of slider velocity U during tomsient loading period. 

greater number of cycles. When we change Ttrto 0.2 x 10-3 

and N to 5, so that the new tomsient load has the same 
durationN x Ttr= 1 x 10-3 and amplitude A = 9.2 x 104 as 
the one in Figure 16, the timing of the next anticipated creep 
event is hardly affected. When we increase the amplitude A of 
the new tomsient with the shorter period, however, the "clock 
advance" effect becomes more prominent. Figures 17e and 
17f show the evolution of the systeru after we increase A to 
4.6 X 10'. We can see that the next anticipated creep event is 
triggered ahuost immediately by the tomsient load. 

[54] Figure 18 shows the responses of the slider systeru to 
different tomsient loads with the same duration N x Ttr = 
1 x 10-3

• Two thresholds oftomsientamplitodeA exist and 
separate the responses of the slider systeru into three types. 
Above the upper limit dynamic events are triggered and 
below the lower one no triggering effect is observed. In 
between creep, events are time advanced. Our modeling 
also shows that the triggering effect is more prominent 
when transient loads are applied later in the cycle of creep 
events, i.e., when the preexisting slider velocity is higher. 

[5'] When we convert nondimensional time and velocity 
to dimensional ones using U. = 3 X 10-10 mfs, Ll = 20 IJ.lll 

and L2 = 75 IJ.lll as before, we find that A = 4.6 X 10' is 
equivalently to an amplitode of 1.38 x 10-4 mfs, Ttr = 0.2 
x 10-3 corresponds to a period of 32 s and a duration N x 
Ttr of 160 s. These values are in the correct ranges fur 
seismic waves produced by aM"" 6.0 earthquake at 
distances of teos to several hundred kilometers. Hence, 
our modeling shows that certain tomsient loading with 
realistic characteristics may trigger creep events on a fault. 

3.8. Discussion of Dynamic (Transient) Triggering 
[56] The observation of widespread increases in seismicity 

(sometimes delayed) after the 1992 Landers earthquake, at 
distances where static Coulomb stress changes are negli
gible, led many researchers to consider the scenario of 
earthquake triggering by dynamic stresses. Debate, however, 
still exists on whether earthquakes can be triggered by the 
tomsient seismic waves generated by other events [Schok, 
1998; Gomberg et al., 1998]. The numerical calculations by 
Cotton and Coutant [1997] showed that the dynamic stress 
changes associated with propagating waves falloff with 
radius less than r -1. Instead, static changes in CFS have a 
fall of between r-2 and r- 1

• Thus, at large distances from a 
main shock the value of dynamic stress changes can be an 
order of magnitode higher than those of static ones. This is 
the main reason why dynamic triggering is favored in 
explaining remotely triggered seismic events. Recently, the 
dynamic triggering hypothesis also was tested in the near 
field by researchers utilizing the directivity effect produced 
by large earthquakes, which can amplify shaking in the 
direction of earthquake rupture. Kilb et al. [2000] and 
Gomberg et al. [2001] found similar asynunetries in the 
aftershock and dynamic stress patterns from both the 1992 
Mw7.3 Landers and 1999Mw7.1 Hector Mine earthquakes. 
They also found that aftershocks are more likely to occur in 
areas of high dynamic shaking, as long as changes in static 
stress do not have the opposite effect and inhibit fault failure. 
Hence, they argned that dynamic stress changes can also 
promote fault failure close to an earthquake. 

[57] In the same way that positive static stress changes 
can promote fault failure, negative ones can result in the 
formation of a stress shadow, where seismic activity is 
found to be suppressed fur a period of time (see references 
in the study of Harris [1998]). Dyoamic stress changes, 
however, are unlikely to explain such stress shadows since 
modeling shows that tomsient loads could not cause a time 
delay in the futore instabilities [Gomberg et al., 1997]. 
Marone [2000] suggests that one way to prove the role of 
dynamic triggering is to document a shaking-induced 
increase in seismic activity inside a static stress shadow. 

[58] The modeling work of Gomberg et al. [1997] dem
onstrates that dynamic triggering of earthquakes is possible 
although they acknowledged that generation of clock 
advance of tens of days or more requires tomsient ampli
tudes that exceed those likely from seismic waves by about 
an order of magnitude. Our work shows that dynamic 
triggering of creep events is also possible under certain 
circumstances. Although we do not know the time history of 
dynamic loading on the faults that slipped after the 10 
earthquakes in California, we can get a sense of the exteot 
of ground shaking by examining inteosity data at or near 
those places. We found that most of the slipped fault 
segments experienced a modified Mercalli intensity greater 
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Figure 17. Evolution of the slider displacement %. (a) and slider velocity U (b) after amplitude of sine 
wave transient load is halved to 4.6 x 104

• Evolution of the displacement%. (c) and slider velocity U (d) 
after amplitude ofsine wave transient load is elevated to 9.3 x 104

• Evolution of the displacement%. (e) 
and slider velocity U (f) after period of sine wave transient is changed to 0.2 x 10-3, the number of 
cycles N is enlarged to 5 and the amplitode A is increased to 4.6 x 105. Slider behavior with ooly 
background loading is plotted with dash-dotted line, and those with the transient loading are shown by 
solid curves. 

than or equal to V [Seismological Field Survey, NOAA, 
1972; Reagor et al., 1982; Stover, 1984; McNutt and Top
pozada, 1990; Stover and Brewer, 1994]. Since the response 
of the slider system depends nonlinearly on the time the 
dynamic stress is applied in the creep cycle, which is 
equivalent to the preexisting condition on a fanlt right 
before the load is applied, and other characteristics of the 
transient loads, it is not easy to predict whether aseismic slip 
would be triggered on a fault if a nearby earthquake occurs. 

[59] Unlike the static Coulomb stress model used in eval
uating the static triggering scenario, which incorpomtes the 
contribution from the changes in nonnal stress, we assume 
constant nonnal stress in our numerical modeling of transient 
loading upon creep events. Linker and Dieterich [1992] and 
Richardson and Marone [1999] stodied the effect of changing 
normal stress for the one-state-variable frictional law. 
Recently, Peifettini and Schmittbuhl [2001] and Perfettini et 
al. [2001] examined the effect of time-varying nonnal and 
shear stress perturbations on a creeping fault. They interpreted 
some of their modeling results in terms of earthquake trigger
ing by Earth tides. We think that including time-varying 
normal stress would lead to a better understanding of the 
impact of transient loading on aseismic fault slip, although the 
main results from this study would not be affected. 

4. Conclusion 
[60] We stody the phenomenon of "triggered aseismic 

slip" on nearby faults by moderate to large earthquakes. 

The possible triggering role of static stress changes is 
evaluated by exsmining observations made after 10 events 
in California using a static Coulomb stress model. Most of the 
fault segments that slipped aseismically experienced positive 
changes in static CFS associated with neaIby shocks. Some 
of those positive values, however, are very small. Also, three 
discrepancies or failures of the hypothesis of triggering slow 
slip exist for a segment of the southern San Andreas fault after 
the 1987 Elmore Ranch and Superstition Hills earthquake 
sequence and a segment of the southern Calaveras fault after 
the 1989 Loma Prieta shock. Hence, we conclude that static 
stress triggering either is not or is not the sole mechanism 
responsible for the observed triggered slip. 

[61] We then use a spring-slider system as a very simple 
fault model to stody its slip behavior and its response to 
dynamic stress loading. When a two-state-variable mte
dependent and state-dependent frictional law is used, creep 
events are modeled in a velocity-weakening regin3e with 
system stiffness smaller than but close to a critical value. 
Thus, when applied to real crustal faults, our work results in 
a two-layer model for fault creep phenomenon similar to 
that proposed by Bilham and Behr [1992]. Above a tran
sition depth the fault slides in a stable fashion (i.e., it 
undergoes secular creep) in both the velocity-strengthening 
and the conditionally stable regimes. Our modeled creep 
events (or episodic creep) originate in a layer below that 
depth but above the seismogeoic layer where earthquakes 
nucleate. They may propagate into the two regions above 
from their nucleation zone. Similar creep events also may 
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occur at the base of the seismogenic zone. We use a sioe 
wave transient (dynamic) load to simulate the passage of 
waves radiated by a nesrby earthquake and apply it as a 
forciog function to the spring-slider system. Our numerical 
modeling reveals that the response of the system depends 
nonlinesrly on the characteristics of transient loads, such as 
amplitude, period, number of cycles and applied time. We 
find that certain types of transient loads can cause a large 
time advance of (or trigger) the next anticipated creep 
events, which then occur either shortly after the transient 
load ends or with a time delay. 

[62] While our work examines triggered creep events near 
the surface, it may well have implications for the occurrence 
of similar events near the bottom of the seismogenic zone of 
faults where a transition occurs from velocity-weakeniog to 
velocity-strengtheniog behavior. Creep events, ioc\uding 
slow earthquakes, near that transition may be common on 
timescale of days to months. Relatively little data exist, 
however, on whether they occur often or rarely. If they 
occur frequently, they may load the shallower, velocity
weakeniog parts of faults and sometimes trigger the occur
rence of moderate to large earthquakes. 
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